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SintraWorks releases PDFClerk Pro 3.9 for Mac OS X - PDF Document Editor
Published on 08/26/09
SintraWorks today is delighted to announce PDFClerk Pro 3.9, an update to their very
popular PDF Document Editor for Mac OS X. PDFClerk Pro is a multi-faceted PDF editor with
powerful and unique capabilities. It is designed to make standard operations easy and
accessible, while allowing ample flexibility and adjustment to more complicated workflows
for those with more advanced needs. Version 3.9 adds German and French localizations in
addition to the option to print only the active page.
Parede, Portugal - SintraWorks today is delighted to announce PDFClerk Pro 3.9, an update
to their very popular PDF Document Editor for Mac OS X. PDFClerk Pro is a multi-faceted
PDF editor with powerful and unique capabilities. It is designed to make standard
operations easy and accessible, while allowing ample flexibility and adjustment to more
complicated workflows for those with more advanced needs. Print out manuals, reports,
essays, articles, web pages and more, in a convenient and economic way. Users may even
create books for languages that read from right to left, such as Arabic, Chinese and
Hebrew.
PDFClerk Pro allows a large number of manipulations to existing PDF documents, as well as
allowing the creation of PDF documents from non PDF material, such as graphics and text,
or a mix of the two. The application offers sensible default behaviour to quickly create
new PDF documents with both basic and more advanced layouts, and easily print booklets for
personal use, distribution to clients, staff or students.
"I certainly wish you well for one of the most ingenious programmes which I have
encountered and which I and many others have found useful... You deserve one of the
software prizes." P.W.N. Australia
Version 3.9 adds German and French localizations in addition the the option to print only
the active page.
Feature Highlights include:
* Joining/Splitting and Exploding PDF documents
* Rearranging, Rotating, Adding and Deleting PDF pages
* Imposing multiple pages onto single sheets
* Adding and editing Hyperlinks and other Annotations
* Adding Proofing/Trimming Marks
* Adding Text, Graphics, Watermarks, Headers and Footers
* Designing PDF Forms (with custom fonts and styles)
* Automated Creation of Bookmarks from Table Of Contents
* Automated linking of Index Table entries and cross document page references
Printing, graphic design and prepress professionals alike will immediately appreciate
PDFClerk's flexible and advanced control over the layout of the final document. PDFClerk
Pro was designed from the ground up to be efficient with large source documents, and
recalculates impositions blindingly fast. Even documents with thousands of pages are laid
out in less than a second. And PDFClerk's instant previews, make it cheap to experiment in
time sensitive environments: play with margin settings, or any other layout options.
Create layouts that fit professional needs, whether for in-house printing, publication,
distribution, and more.
Some of the main features include imposition layouts (including step and repeat), merging
and splitting documents, merging and splitting pages, marking up pages with annotations,
watermarks, searching and extracting text, creating outlines/bookmarks, pdf forms,
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document encryption, scripting with AppleScript, Python or Ruby, automated outline
creation from table of contents, search and replace in outlines with regular expressions.
PDFClerk fully supports text to speech, both live and to audio file, page to bitmap export
(JPEG, TIFF, PNG, etc), as well as a presentation mode for remote control.
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X 10.5 Leopard and later
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 16 MB Hard Drive space
Pricing and Availability:
PDFClerk Pro 3.9 is available as a single-user license for 35 Euros (Approx 46 USD at
current exchange rate), and available as a full-featured demo. The only limitation is that
each page is stamped with a watermark. Version 3.9 is a major update delivering requested
features and is a recommended download for all customers.
PDFClerk Pro 3.9:
http://sintraworks.com/
Features and Guide:
http://sintraworks.com/index.php/sintraworks/features/
Download PDFClerk Pro:
http://sintraworks.com/index.php/sintraworks/downloads/
Purchase PDFClerk Pro:
http://sintraworks.com/index.php/sintraworks/purchase/
Tutorials:
http://sintraworks.com/index.php/sintraworks/tutorials/
Screenshot:
http://sintraworks.com/media/pdfclerkproscreenshotlarge.jpg

Located in beautiful Parede, Portugal, SintraWorks is a privately funded company founded
in 2006 by Antonio Nunes. Committed to providing the highest quality software,
SintraWorks' focus is developing productivity solutions for the Mac platform, with a major
emphasis on total customer satisfaction. Copyright 2006-2009 SintraWorks. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S.
and/or other countries.
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